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Here we pose the following questions:  

1. Is ecosystem resilience dependent on state factors*, 
specifically soil texture? 

2. If so, what are the underlying mechanisms and 
consequences for soil water?

*Amundson & Jenny.1981.BioScience



Resilience: the capacity to absorb disturbance and remain
within the current domain of attraction* 

here defined with respect to vegetation structure
*Holling.1973.ARES



System: subtropical Prosopis-Acacia woodland



Location - south Texas, USA
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Vegetation sampling: cover, stem counts, species composition



Soil sampling (2011 & 2012):

Neutron moisture meter
monthly, all plots, 20 cm inc., to ~180 cm

Water isotopes
once, control plots, 20 cm inc., to ~180 cm



Quick primer on stable isotopes

R  =  heavy isotope
light isotope

R  =  18O
16O

the oxygen example

what do we mean
by ratio
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Stem & leaf water 
extracted and 
analyzed for δ2H and 
δ18O
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Result for isotope ratios of soil water (generalized)
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OK, what did we observe in this experiment?
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Ecosystem resilience depended on soil type
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Resilience depended on soil type, not disturbance type

clays less resilient - observed stable regime shift

Can this difference in resilience be explained by soil water?

More broadly, what are the impacts on soil moisture?
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Limited effect on shallow water, R-C caused decline in deep water on clays

Soil moisture (mm) 
Early June 2012 
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Cut-stump No treatment Roller-chop

Shallow 
(<60cm)

Deep 
(>60cm)

Similar patterns observed across months

Jan-Sep 
2012
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While both removal treatments had similar impacts on clay loam 
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While C-S treatment had no apparent impact on soil moisture mean for 
any treatment, it appeared to attenuate variability

could impact plant water use and other fluxes

Impacts of land management depend on soil texture

Some evidence that R-C increased deep moisture in sand
may favor deep drainage in higher precipitation years

Roller-chopping decreased moisture overall in clay loam
points to decreased potential for deep drainage

Soil water isotopes showed more shallow water reaching deep 
horizons in clay loam

speculate higher hydraulic lift in coarse-textured soils



Thank you!
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Craig.1961.Science

Global observations of meteoric water




